It Might Be TodaY
"Palm Reader"
Week-after-week for the past seven years we have presented a
weekly Prophecy Update.
According to estimates by scholars, somewhere between twothirds and three-fourths of the nearly 2500 prophecies in the Bible
have been fulfilled to the letter.
We therefore expect the remaining, last days prophecies to be
literally fulfilled.
Since that is the case, we should be able to look at news and
trends in the world and see things lining up for their fulfillment.
And we do.
Even nonbelievers have heard of the Mark of the Beast. They
can tell you it has something to do with a person being identified
by something - a mark or a chip or a tattoo - in or on their hand or
forehead. It will be a means of identification, as well as the only
way a person will be able to transact their daily business.
A lot of our updates revolve around the technologies that not only
exist, but are in use, that sound a lot like the sort of thing the Bible
predicted over 2000 years ago, but have only very recently been
developed.
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The latest news comes from an article I read at techcrunch.com
titled, Biometric Startup Quixter Demos Pay-By-Palm Tech
Excerpts:
Swedish startup Quixter... is the brainchild of Fredrik Leifland, an
engineering student at Lund University, who wanted to come up
with a quicker system for making card payments that did away
with... fishing cards out of wallets [or carrying smart phones].
The Quixter system uses vein-scanning technology to identify the
individual – based on the unique vein-pattern in an individual’s
palm — deducting payment from their previously linked bank
account.
“We’re working with all major swedish banks at the moment,” says
Leifland.
Vein-scanning technology is not new in itself. It’s been
incorporated into ATMs by banks in Japan (and elsewhere) for
several years, as a way to provide another layer of security for
large transactions. However Quixter’s Leifland claims no one
else has launched a payments system leveraging the palm –
ergo, he says his startup is first to market.
http://techcrunch.com/2014/04/14/quixter/

Quixter is not the Mark of the Beast. No technology, biometric or
otherwise, is the Mark.
The "mark" is when the future world leader we know as the
antichrist demands that everyone who is already participating in a
global economy utilizing technology swears allegiance to him.
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No one takes the "mark" inadvertently by participating in vein
scanning, or by swallowing a microchip, or by being electronically
tattooed. It will involve a conscious decision to reject Jesus Christ
in favor of the antichrist.
We trust all the prophecies and the promises of God. One of
those is that Jesus will return imminently to resurrect the dead
believers of the church age, and that when He does He will also
rapture living believers off of the earth. We will be changed in a
moment, in the twinkling of an eye, and be transported to Heaven.
Are you ready for the rapture? If not, get ready, stay ready, and
keep looking up. Ready or not, Jesus is coming!
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